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Bantam Calls have a rugged extruded call body with a food grade mouth piece. It comes with the 
Moisture Guard™ Intake Screen (Another MC First) that helps to protect against moisture build up and freezing
during cold weather calling. Moisture and foreign materials that get into the reed system are the leading cause of
game call failure. Bantam Calls have their own unique sound clean, crisp and accurate. All MC predator calls are
tuned to work on both ends of the volume scale, close-range & long-range calling.

Bantam Series Predator Calls

Moisture Guard
TM

Hands Free Predator Calls Single Reed

Moisture Guard
TM

Tuned for close and long range calling,
Hands Free close calling gives an incredible advantage
relating to situations where it is beneficial to target the predator and call at the same time. By cupping your hand
over the end of the call & raising the air pressure the long range volume is more than adequate. Another MC first is
the Moisture Guard™ Intake Screen that helps to protect against moisture build up and freezing during cold
weather calling. Hands Free Predator Calls are rugged and compact with their own clean accurate sound. 

Hands Free Jackrabbit      - #100 -    $12.50  
Hands Free Cottontail - #    107    - $12.50  
Hands Free Squealer      - #108 -    $12.50  

Hands Free Rodent   -    #109    - $12.50  
Economy Package (all 4 Calls) -     #112    - $30.00  

Hands Free Predator Calls Twin Reeds

Moisture Guard
TM

The reed system has two voice units that play at the same time, professionally tuned creating a new unnerving
sound predators cannot resist.

Twin Reed Jackrabbit      - #117    - $13.50  
Twin Reed Cottontail      - #118    - $13.50  
Twin Reed Squealer      - #119    - $13.50  

Economy Package (All 3 Calls    ) - #121    - $22.50  

Predator Last Call Series Twin Reeds

Jackrabbit       - #101    - $12.50  
Cottontail       - #102    - $12.50  
Squealer       - #103    - $12.50

Economy Package (all 3 Calls) - #    104    - $30.00  

TOP VIEW BOTTOM VIEW

TOP VIEW BOTTOM VIEW

These predator calls have two reeds or voice units that play
at the same time. Bottom loaded sound chamber
(Another MC First) creates just the right back pressure that gives
this system a unique rich sound. This style also comes with the Moisture Guard™ Intake Screen
that helps to protect against moisture build up and freezing during cold weather calling.

Last Call Jackrabbit      - #110    - $16.50  
Last Call Cottontail -      #111    - $16.50  
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Predator Premium Grade Calls

Predator - Coyote Thriller Howler

Coyote Thriller - #116 -    $16.50  

Game Call Pro Pack

Jackrabbit       - #113 - $14.50  
Cottontail       - #114 - $14.50  
Squealer       - #115 - $14.50

Game Call Pro Pack - #225 - $25.00 

This predator call has a single reed or voice unit. Bottom loaded
sound chamber creates just the right back pressure creating effortless use &
gives this system a unique rich sound. This style also comes with the Moisture Guard™
Intake Screen that helps to protect against moisture build up and freezing during cold weather calling.

The Coyote Howler is used to communicate start territorial disputes, howl, challenge, bark, pup whine & hurt dog.
Easy to blow not a lip tickler. Includes camo spring lanyard

Hunting pack exclusively made to carry your game calls and other hunting accessories.
Comes with a belt and straps to the hip and thigh for easy access. Works for left or
right-handed shooters material is quiet and the frame is double stitched with interior
partitions to keep your gear organized.

Game Call Pro Pack Plus

Game Call Pro Pack Plus - #226 - $35.00 

Game Call Pro Pack Plus is the pack plus our 3 most popular
calls...Howler, Cub Bear and Last Call Cottontail. Comes with a belt
and straps to the hip and thigh for easy access. Works for left or
right-handed shooters material is quiet and the frame is double
stitched with interior partitions to keep your gear organized.
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Hands Free Whitetail Deer Calls

Hands Free Coues Deer Call

Whitetail Buck - #201 - $14.75 
Whitetail Doe - #202 - $14.75 

Whitetail Fawn - #203 - $14.70

Blacktail Doe/Fawn Call - #212 - $14.75 

Another MC First: Used for long range or close calling situations where it is
beneficial to target the deer and call at the same time. Used by archery &
rifle hunters to attract & position the target for a clean shot. 

Deadly Double (Buck & Doe)    - #217    - $22.50  
Triple Threat (Buck Doe-Fawn)    - #209    - $32.50  

FAWN

Coues Deer Call - #220 - $14.50 

Used for long range or close calling situations where it is beneficial to target the deer and call at the same time.
The weighted reed system is tuned to match the deeper vocalizations of Mulley's. Used by archery &
rifle hunters to attract & position the target for a clean shot.

Hands Free Mule Deer Calls

Mule Buck Call - #205 - $14.75 
Mule Doe Call - #210 - $14.75 

This call is specifically designed to recreate herd dialect between doe's & fawn. Use this call to attract doe using a
combination of bleats & fawn calls. Blacktail are extremely elusive however the one thing that will attract a buck
(are Blacktail does) that have been called into the general area. Used for long range or close calling situations
where it is beneficial to target the deer and call at the same time. Used by archery & rifle hunters to attract &
position the target for a clean shot. Lanyard included.

The weighted reed system is tuned to match the vocalizations of
Bucks & Does by a simple O-ring adjustment. Used by archery &
rifle hunters to attract move or position the target for a clean shot.

Hands Free Blacktail
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Cow Elk & Bull Elk

Thriller Cow Call - #303 - $14.50 

Satellite Sizzler - #304 - $16.50 

Coon Squaller- #106 - $16.50 

Squirrel Call

Squirrel Call - #105 - $13.50 

Coon Squaller

Cow call produces the mew for both cows & calves: This is a high pitched sound made to each other to bond and
communicate a level of safety. Also this call produces Cow Chirps another form of passive herd communication
similar to the mew but lower in pitch. The Estrus Scream much louder and high pitched lets the dominant bull she
is ready to mate. Lanyard included.

The Bugle is a sign of dominance however it is also used as a means to locate other elk. Mature bulls will tend to
locate other bugling bulls in an attempt to run them out of the area. With purpose MC Products has developed this
call to produce bugles made by smaller or less mature bulls (Another MC First). The mature herd bull response to
Satellite or Brush Head bugles is quick and aggressive. Lanyard included.

Create barks & chatter to help locate and bring them into range. Tuned for loud aggressive calling & includes
spring lanyard. Place the call in one hand & strike the bellow against the palm of the other hand to create a bark. 
A faster sequence will create chatter. Lanyard included.

Produce aggressive hostile squalls that attract territorial adult males.
The bottom loaded sound chamber creates just the right back pressure
that gives this system a remarkably rich sound. The sound system has two
voice units (Reeds) that play at the same time, professionally tuned creating unnerving
sound that brings them to the fight. This style also comes with the Moisture Guard™ Intake Screen
that helps to protect against moisture build up and freezing during cold weather calling. Lanyard included.
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Cub Bear

Cub Bear - #120 - $16.50 

Hog - #301 - $16.75 

Javelina

Javelina - #128 - $14.95 

Hog

“CAUTION" imitating the Cub Bear puts the hunter in extreme danger. Create
the cries & whimpers of the Cub bear. To use this call simply extend fully the
sound tube with your hand over the exhaust end using slight & slow air pressure. This
type of calling generates aggressive and dangerous behavior in both male & female
bears. The bottom loaded sound chamber creates just the right back pressure that
gives this system a remarkably realistic sound. This style also comes with the Moisture Guard™ Intake Screen that
helps to protect against moisture build up and freezing during cold weather calling. Lanyard included.

This call produces authentic growls & squeals. Extremely aggressive they will
defend their territory against intruding Javelina. To use this call simply pull the
expandable tube out to its full length and blow. Cup/open your hand over the end of
the tube to enhance sound. The bottom loaded sound chamber creates just the right
back pressure that gives this system a remarkably realistic sound. The sound system has
two voice units (Reeds) that play at the same time, professionally tuned creating unnerving sound
that brings them to the fight. This style comes with the Moisture Guard™ Intake Screen that helps to protect
against moisture build up and freezing during cold weather calling. Lanyard included.

This call produces authentic growls & squeals. Extremely aggressive they will
defend their territory against intruding wild hog. To use this call simply pull the
expandable tube out to its full length and blow. Cup/open your hand over the end of the
tube to enhance sound. The bottom loaded sound chamber creates just the right back
pressure that gives this system a remarkably realistic sound. The sound system has two voice
units (Reeds) that play at the same time, professionally tuned creating unnerving sound that brings them to the fight.
This style comes with the Moisture Guard™ Intake Screen that helps to protect against moisture build up and
freezing during cold weather calling spring lanyard included.
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Western Gambel Quail

Gambel Quail - #401 - $14.50 

Crow Turkey Locator - #408 - $14.50 

Hawk Turkey Locator

Hawk Turkey Locator - #402 - $14.50 

Crow Turkey Locator

Used to locate & calm especially if they have been spooked. The
bottom loaded sound chamber creates just the right back pressure that gives this system a
remarkably realistic sound. A simple three note series is all you will need to get them talking and back to the cubby.
Speak the word Chi-ca-go into the call. The Three note series is simply a low note high note & back to the low note.
A single and gentle puff of air will produce the low note. A single gentle stronger puff of air will produce the high
note. The bottom loaded sound chamber creates just the right back pressure that gives this system a remarkably
realistic sound. This style comes with the Moisture Guard™ Intake Screen that helps to protect against moisture
build up and freezing during cold weather calling spring lanyard included.

Great turkey locator has the same pitch and tone as a hawk however
much louder. The tom cannot help himself from being shock gobbled
& giving his position away. Lanyard included

Great turkey locator the tone & pitch with the boost sound chamber
lets you reach out & shock gobble the tom at a greater distance.
Lanyard included.

Match Maker

The Yelp the most common sound made by both male & female in a series of two to seven notes. The Yelp is
basically saying I'm over here & the most used call a hen makes when looking for a tom. 
Tree yelp made by the roosted hen just before she flies down, same series just played in softer notes used to pull
the tom down off his roost.
Purr is a soft rolling call turkeys make when content frequently made when feeding & maintaining contact. 
Single note Cluck is a sound made by both hens and toms is another non-threatening way of
saying I'm over here. 
Kee-Kee Run made when young turkey gets separated from their mother. Three to four short
high pitched yelps followed by two normal yelps: kee kee kee yelp yelp. 
The above sounds are considered safe calls or vocalization the novice hunter can use
that attract & calm wild turkey

Match Maker - #417 - $30.00 

The Match Maker (Another MC First) is a premium grade two-sided
box call with a built-in purr call. You can mix and match a variety of
sounds at the same time. Use this call to make all the required
sounds to attract and locate wild turkey.

General usage: 
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Wood Duck

Wood Duck - #302 - $14.50 

Reed Kits

Fawn Bleat - #600 - $12.00 

Lanyards

Use this call to make perfect squeals and chuckles to bring them into range.
The bottom loaded sound chamber creates just the right back pressure that gives this
system a remarkably realistic sound. This style comes with the Moisture Guard™ Intake Screen that helps to protect
against moisture build up and freezing during cold weather calling spring lanyard included.

Reed replacement kits were developed to supply the sportsman
with proper tools to replace reeds in any game call including
MCP that contain JC Products reed systems. Each kit has four
factory tuned reeds. The kit is also supplied with the universal
reed tool that is specifically designed to remove and install a reed. If you're not sure or the type
of voice you're looking for is not on the list, please contact us and we will help

Jackrabbit - #601 - $12.00 
Cottontail - #602 - $12.00 
Squealer - #603 - $12.00 

Coon Squaller - #604 - $12.00 

One Call Spring Lanyard - #208 - $3.00 Two Call Spring Lanyard - #207- $3.50 

Three Call Spring Lanyard - #206- $4.00 Four Call Spring Lanyard - #204- $4.50 
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